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Age is just a 
number 
Think you’re too old to embrace the 
latest fashions? It seems you’re not alone. 
Around 80 per cent of  us feel we should 
steer clear of  certain styles as we grow 
older – that’s according to a recent survey 
of  2,000 women. 

More specifi cally, some women believe 
that miniskirts and leather trousers should 
be ditched after the age of  41, while it’s 
time to banish tight tops and knee-high 
boots from our wardrobes once we reach 
45.

What the 
experts say
Some of  the UK’s top style experts claim 
there’s no such thing as ‘dressing your 
age’. Award winning personal stylist Shan 
Williams, from Swansea believes that there 
are so many more important factors than 
age to be considered when establishing 
our personal style. “As Coco Chanel once 
said ‘fashion fades, style is eternal’,” says 
Shan. “Style is about personality, lifestyle, 
body shape, size and your colouring. 

When you’ve ticked all those boxes, then 
you can decide if  what you’re wearing is 
appropriate for your age.”

But what is age-
appropriate?
Shan says that everyone is di� erent – 
it’s all about confi dence and personal 
preference. “More mature ladies 
sometimes feel obliged to ditch ‘younger’ 
styles because they feel as if  they have 
to,” she says. “But there is no age 
restriction on style – there is no need to 
stop following fashion just because we’ve 
passed a certain birthday.  

“Women are having more fun with fashion 
these days than ever before – times have 
changed and there aren’t really any limits. 
The trick is to know which new trends to 
embrace and adapt in order to keep your 
own style current - and which to ignore.

“Don’t feel pressured to ditch anything 
from your wardrobe purely based on your 
age, for example a knee length in your 50s 
would be fi ne but you might not consider 
wearing a miniskirt like you did in your 
teens.”

Colour analysis
Sian says that everyone suits a certain 
colour scheme depending on their skin 
tone, and if  you suit a particular colour 
then you’ll never be too old to wear it. 
“Just because we get older doesn’t mean 
we have to stop wearing bright clothes and 
patterns,” she says. “The fact is, if  you suit 
hot pink then you can wear hot pink when 
you’re 90-years-old and it will still look 
great. It is a myth that black suits everyone 
– black can actually be the most ageing 
colour.” Shan explains there are universal 
colours that suit everyone because they are 
made up of  equal parts yellow and blue 
meaning they suit both warm and cool 
skin tones, they are:

- charcoal grey
- deep purple
- emerald-turquoise

Style personality
To dress at her very best and to be the
most confi dent she can be, a woman needs 
to be aware of  her style personality, which 
is determined by looking at her lifestyle, 
colouring, body shape, height, scale and 
proportions.

The rules of fashion are ever-changing - and they only seem to get more complicated over the years. 
So, can you look good at any age? Three local ladies and a personal stylist are proof that you can! 

Here they share their style secrets, wardrobe dilemmas and best fashion tips. 

By Lisa Evans
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PERSONALITY

Take the quiz to � nd out your style personality...

How do you wear colour?
A  Wild colour combinations that don’t co-ordinate 
B  Strong, contrasting and bright shades 
C  Pretty pastels 
D  I like to be co-ordinated and rarely wear pattern 
E  I go for simple colour combinations 
F   I don’t wear bright colours, I like to look sophisticated

What kind of shopper are you?
A  I love markets at vintage clothes
B  I buy something if I like it for effect 
 – probably from a boutique
C  I enjoy the whole shopping experience
D  I plan my shopping trips and take a list 
E  I buy when I need something, not that keen 
 on shopping 
F  I am an investment buyer

How would you describe your overall look?
A  Way out and sometimes wacky
B  I like to make a statement and wear eye catching pieces
C  Pretty with detailed clothes that make me feel feminine
D  Neat, organised and co-ordinated
E  Relaxed and casual 
F  Simple and elegant

What is your non-working wardrobe?
A  My collection of vintage clothes
B  My latest fashion purchases
C  Pretty feminine pieces
D  Co-ordinated separates
E  Jeans and comfortable tops
F  Simple styles which I accessorise to give a chic look

What are your shoes like?
A  They don’t co-ordinate with my outfi t
B  High heeled and funky
C  Pretty with bows and details
D  They match my handbag
E  Comfortable
F  Current and up to date

Mostly A’s – Creative
You’re great at combining different items to give yourself a 
unique and interesting look. 

Mostly B’s – Dramatic
You always make an entrance. 
You love to be noticed and your clothes have wow-factor! 

Mostly C’s – Romantic
Your clothes are pretty and you adore all sorts of details 
including bows, ruffl es and appliqués. 

Mostly D’s – Classic
You have a formal wardrobe. 
You like to appear well turned-out and elegant. 

Mostly E’s – Natural
Feeling comfortable in your clothes is the most important 
factor for you. 

Mostly F’s – City Chic
You dedicate time and thought to the way you look. 
You love accessories and shoes.

TURN OVER TO MEET 
OUR GORGEOUS TEAM OF STYLISH 
WOMEN WHO PROVE THAT YOU 
CAN BE FASHIONABLE AT ANY AGE

Award winning personal stylist Shan Williams

• Colour and make-up party

07976 576176
info@charismaeffect.co.uk
www.charismaeffect.co.uk

Shan Williams, Personal Stylist
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Flirty 30sFlirty 30s
ELIZACOOK
PHD student at Swansea University, 
33, from Mumbles

MY STYLE
“I don’t like anything too modern, I tend to go for 1940s and 50s 
inspired clothing. I take my inspiration from Joan Collins and Joan 
Crawford and would describe the style I go for as elegant, classy 
and unusual.”

WHAT FASHION MEANS TO ME
“It’s about having fun and experimenting. I think fashion should refl ect 
your personality; I have a harsh, powerful style that is feminine at the 
same time. I really enjoy dressing up to go to the races; I won best 
dressed at Cheltenham one year.” 

MY LOVES
“Shoulder pads, bold colours, velvet, long 
gloves, stockings, elaborate hats, red lipstick.”

MY HATES 
“Fake tan, too much makeup, too much skin on 
show and being underdressed.”

MY FAVOURITE SHOPS
“I love buying extravagant hats for the races at Pippa Eastman 
Millinery in Mumbles, and I adore Jones Designer Fashions 
in Mumbles too. I also like to get one-offs from eBay.”

MY TREND TIPS
- Wear clothes that nip in at the waist to give you shape
- Don’t shy away from fashion or worry what other people think
- Show either your legs or cleavage – never both at the same time

Shan’s comments...
-  Eliza’s style personality is: Creative and Dramatic
-  She is a ‘warm-dominant’ colour type. She suits green, orange, coral, 
 and brown. Black would make her look pale if worn close to her face.
-  Eliza has a wonderful hourglass fi gure and this jacket shows off her shape, 
 she is also long in the leg so can wear high boots with or without heels.
-  This season, Eliza can be creative with colours – she can mix purple with   
 red, and turquoise with orange for example. She would also look great in 
 a jumpsuit.

Paloma  Faith is another lady in her 30s 
who has a dramatic style personality. 
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01792 455 554
74 Bryn-y-mor Road, Swansea SA1 4JJ
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Fabulous 40sFlirty 30s
HELENBOWDEN
Station Director at The Wave and Swansea Sound, 
47, from Mumbles 

MY STYLE
“I think I’m quite stylish and I prefer classy, professional, formal clothes. 
My wardrobe is mainly full of pencil skirts and trouser suits. I really admire 
sophisticated women like Michelle Obama and Kate Middleton.”

WHAT FASHION MEANS TO ME
“It’s about feeling comfortable and confi dent in what you are wearing. 
I like to jazz up all my outfi ts with accessories and splashes of colour.”

MY LOVES
“High heels, Spanx, bling jewellery , handbags and scarves.”

MY HATES
“Baggy clothes, fl at shoes, miniskirts and spaghetti straps.”

MY FAVOURITE SHOPS
“Maxine De Paris is a favourite of mine. I also love all the boutiques in 
Mumbles as I can always fi nd something a bit different in them, and I love 
Swansea’s independent shops too.”

MY TREND TIPS
- Wear the right underwear that holds you in 
- High heels elongate the leg and can make an outfi t look classier
- Try thigh smoothers or control tights under trousers

Shan’s comments...
-  Helen’s style personality is: City Chic.

-  She has a ‘deep’ colouring which means dark 
 colours or bright colours with depth suit her best. 
 She should avoid pastels or white too close to her 
 face.

-  Helen is wearing black which harmonises with her 
 dark hair colouring. The patterned top works well 
 and it shows creativity. 

-  She has a great hourglass fi gure and needs to 
 show it off. 

-  I think Helen would look good in red or cobalt blue.

Kylie is another gorgeous woman in 
her 40s who is always bang on trend. 

- Try thigh smoothers or control tights under trousers
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Nifty 50s
JAYNEJAMES
Former BBC newsreader and owner of Loulou Boutique in Pyle, 
53, from Port Talbot

MY STYLE
“As I used to be a newsreader on the BBC, I would have to dress a certain 
way on camera. Our outfi ts had to be smart but quite simple not to distract 
from the news we were delivering. I still like dressing smartly, but I have 
developed my own personal style now. I’m a jeans girl most of the time, but 
I’m also into the boho look - I love Ibiza-style silk tops.” 

WHAT FASHION MEANS TO ME
“Fashion is quite important to me. I think that the clothes you choose gives 
off a sense of who you are. I like to mix and match my style depending on 
where I’m going – sometimes I prefer a formal dress and other times I like a 
layered top with a pair of skinny jeans.”

MY LOVES
“Clean lines, bold colours like emerald and cobalt blue, skinny jeans, nude 
heels, my Gucci bag.”

MY HATES
“Fussy patterns and fl at shoes which make me feel dumpy.”

MY FAVOURITE SHOPS
“Jabberwocky in Mumbles, Maxine de Paris and Mint Velvet.”

MY TREND TIPS
-  If in doubt, keep your look simple, natural and stylish 

-  Always keep an eye on fashion whatever your age

-  Invest in statement pieces and accessories that you 
 can wear endlessly

51-year-old Demi Moore is another lady that always 
looks sophisticated with a glamorous edge.

Shan’s comments...
-  Jayne’s style personality is: Natural and Creative. 
 She likes to be comfortable but edgy.

-  She has a ‘soft colouring’. Women of her colouring look best in neutral  
 and muted colours like taupe, pewter and claret. 

-  She has a petite and slim fi gure which means she looks great in   
 layering and can wear texture well. 
 She should avoid full skirts as they will overwhelm her.

-  Jayne’s sharp, up-to-date hairstyle looks great. 
 Very long hair on older ladies can be ageing. 

Loulou Boutique.co.uk

Womenswear & Fashion Accessories
Pyle, Bridgend CF33 6BJ • Tel 0044 1656 749841
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